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Introduction: Orbital data acquired by the imaging 

investigation on the MESSENGER spacecraft reveal a 

distinctive low-reflectance material on Mercury that 

occurs in small, isolated, and surficial dark deposits. 

We term these features “dark spots” [1]. Dark spots 

have the lowest reflectance yet documented on the 

planet. In every case observed at sufficiently high reso-

lution, dark spots feature hollows at their centers. 

However, not all hollows are surrounded by a dark 

spot [1]. Dark spots have been found on low-

reflectance plains, intercrater plains, heavily cratered 

terrain, and impact craters at almost all longitudes, but 

they have not yet been observed on high-reflectance 

plains material. Dark spots are one of the youngest 

endogenic terrains on Mercury, and some postdate 

craters with distinctive rays [1, 2]. Sulfide phases are 

speculated to contribute to the low reflectance of dark 

spot material. We propose that dark spots develop dur-

ing the initial stages of formation of hollows, perhaps 

in a manner similar to intense outgassing events. Such 

outgassing could contemporaneously produce a de-

pression that corresponds to an embryonic hollow. In 

this scenario, the dark spot material is subsequently 

removed or modified by surface processes and/or rego-

lith gardening on a shorter timescale than the lifetime 

of the central hollow [1]. 

Morphology of Dark Spots: Dark spots have 

small surface areas (usually less than ~100 km
2
), much 

smaller than exposures of  other dark units such as 

low-reflectance "blue" plains (LBP) [3] or impact-

excavated low-reflectance material (LRM) [3, 4]. Dark 

spots have diffuse margins and lack resolvable thick-

ness. Fig. 1 shows a dark spot located at 26°N, 39°E. 

Each dark spot observed at high resolution has an ir-

regularly shaped, rimless depression in its center. 

Where the depressions are resolved, the floors of the 

depressions exhibit a higher reflectance than the sur-

rounding dark spot. The central depressions in dark 

spots are morphologically similar to, and may corre-

spond to, small hollows [5, 6], features that are abun-

dant across the surface of Mercury. Whereas all dark 

spots observed with adequate resolution exhibit central 

hollows, not all hollows on Mercury are surrounded by 

dark spot material. Less than 30% of hollows mapped 

to date [6] have surrounding dark spot material. 

Dark spots occur on a variety of terrains on Mercu-

ry, including LBP, intercrater plains, heavily cratered 

terrain, and impact craters [1]. Like the hollows on 

Mercury [6], dark spots occur at almost all longitudes, 

but none have been found on the northern plains mate-

rial or other high-reflectance plains material [cf. 7]. 
 

 
Fig. 1. A dark spot and its central hollows on Mercury. 

The base image is from EN0240207569M (26 m/pixel; 

sinusoidal projection; stretched to better show the hol-

lows). The color inset has 1000, 750, and 430 nm 

wavelengths, respectively, as red, green, and blue [1]. 

 
 

Reflectance Spectra of Dark Spots:  The reflec-

tance spectra of dark spots on Mercury display positive 

or “red” slopes and do not exhibit a ferrous iron ab-

sorption band near 1000 nm wavelength (Fig. 2) [1]. 
The main spectral difference among dark spots, LRM, 

and LBP is the absolute reflectance value, i.e., albedo 

(Fig. 2). LBP [3] exhibits relative reflectance as high 

as ~8% above impact-excavated LRM [3, 4] and ~39% 

above dark spots. This comparison shows that whereas 

dark spots meet the definition of LRM by having lower 
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reflectance than the global average, they are the dark-

est materials yet measured on Mercury. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Spectra of dark spots, LRM, and LBP [1]. 

 

Age of Dark Spots: Some dark spots are super-

posed on craters with distinct rays (e.g., Fig. 3), indi-

cating that they are geologically young, or late-

Kuiperian in age [2]. Because crater size-frequency 

distributions for all craters with distinct rays on Mercu-

ry yield an average model age of ~50 My [2], some 

dark spots may have formed subsequent to that time. If 

an average model age of ~50 My or less is valid for the 

dark spots, these enigmatic landforms may still be 

forming on Mercury today [1]. 
 

Source Material for Dark Spots: The dark spot 

material may be richer in sulfur or sulfides than aver-

age surface material on Mercury. This possibility is 

supported by two arguments: (1) The spatial distribu-

tion of dark spots is similar to that of hollows, which 

are hypothesized to have formed from loss of crustal 

sulfides [6, 7]. (2) The terrain hosting dark spots has a 

lower reflectance and a higher abundance of sulfur [8, 

9] than the northern plains and Caloris interior plains 

material [10]. 

A Possible Formation Mechanism and Evolu-

tionary Sequence for Dark Spots: On the basis of the 

observed relationship between dark spots and hollows, 

we propose a three-stage evolutionary sequence for 

dark spots and their central hollows [1]: (1) After the 

subsurface accumulation of the requisite volatiles or 

volatile-bearing material, energetic release of volatiles 

produces a small central hollow and the surrounding 

dark spot. (2) The newly formed dark spot begins to 

fade because of modification by surface alteration pro-

cesses and by vertical and horizontal mixing due to 

impact gardening. (3) The embryonic hollow continues 

to grow, and bright halos develop around the hollow 

because of compositional differences or differences in 

scattering behavior [6]. Examples of each stage in this 

sequence can be seen on Mercury. 

 
Fig. 3. Kuiper crater (62 km in diameter; 11.3° S, 

328.6° E) has a pronounced ray system. A dark spot 

and hollows (yellow arrow) are located on the crater 

floor. The base image is EN0223659984M (75 m/pixel, 

sinusoidal projection).The color inset has 1000, 750, 

and 430 nm wavelengths, respectively, as red, green 

and blue [1]. 

 

Conclusions: Understanding the origin and source 

material of both dark spots and hollows can provide 

insight into the constitution, concentration, and evolu-

tion of crustal volatiles on Mercury. The characteristics 

of dark spots and hollows suggest that Mercury still 

continues to undergo endogenic geologic activity. 
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